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QUESTION 1

What is a prerequisite for viewing exported dashboards? 

A. Cognos 

B. Crystal Reports 

C. Java 

D. Adobe Flash 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibit. 

Symantec Data Loss Prevention\\'s four phases of risk reduction model provides a blueprint for identifying and
remediating key risk areas without disrupting legitimate business activity. 

Which two actions are involved with the remediation phase of risk reduction? (Select two.) 

A. employee and business unit communication 



B. sender auto notification 

C. blocking and notifying response rules 

D. fixing broken business processes 

E. enabling Exact Data Matching (EDM)/Indexed Document Matching (IDM) 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibit. 

Symantec Data Loss Prevention\\'s four phases of risk reduction model provides a blueprint for identifying and
remediating key risk areas without disrupting legitimate business activity. According to this model, which activity should
occur during the baseline phase? 

A. Monitor incidents and tune the policy to reduce false positives 

B. Define and build the incident response team 

C. Establish business metrics and begin sending reports to business unit stakeholders 

D. Test policies to ensure that blocking actions minimize business process disruptions 



Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

For most organizations, the password for the database accounts is changed on a regular basis. 

Which action is recommended for the account that is used by Symantec Control Compliance Suite 9.0 (CCS 9.0)? 

A. Require that the CCS 9.0 have a password exception 

B. Coordinate the password change to ensure database connectivity 

C. Require that the CCS 9.0 administrator also have database administrator rights 

D. Create a job that refreshes the settings information automatically 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

What is required to assign permissions to the asset system? 

A. user/group 

B. role 

C. role and user/group 

D. group 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

You execute the vxtrace command without any option to collect I/O trace data on all virtual disk drives during peak I/O
operations. When you start to analyze the data, you notice that vxtrace displays a record indicating records are lost. You
want to reduce the likelihood of the kernel discarding records so that you don\\'t have to rerun vxtrace to capture the
records. 

What should you do? 

A. Print vxtrace event records to a file 

B. Increase the kernel buffer 

C. Wait until I/O operations have decreased 

D. Increase the kernel buffer using the o option 

Correct Answer: B 



 

QUESTION 7

An administrator is checking System Overview and all of the detection servers are showing as \\'unknown\\'. The Vontu
services are up and running on the detection servers. Thousands of .IDC files are building up in the Incidents directory
on the detection servers. There is good network connectivity between the detection servers and the Enforce server
when testing with the telnet command. How can the administrator bring the detection servers to a running state in the
Enforce UI? 

A. Delete all of the .BAD files in the incidents folder on the Enforce server 

B. Restart the Vontu Monitor Service on all of the detection servers affected 

C. Ensure the Vontu Monitor Controller service is running on the Enforce server 

D. Ensure port 8300 is configured as open on the firewall 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

How are incidents classified in a Network Prevent plus Data Loss Prevention for Tablets hybrid deployment? 

A. All incidents are classified under the Network category. 

B. Classification for all incidents depends on traffic destination. 

C. Incidents created by all traffic sources are generically categorized. 

D. Incidents are classified specifically based on traffic source. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Which tool is provided by default to edit a database on an endpoint? 

A. vontu_sqlite3.exe 

B. update_configuration.exe 

C. logdump.exe 

D. wdp.exe 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

Which two policy management actions can result in a reduced number of incidents for a given traffic flow? (Select two.) 



A. Adding additional component matching to the rule 

B. Adding data owner exceptions 

C. Deploying to additional detection servers 

D. Increasing condition match count E. Adding additional severities 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 11

You execute the command ps ef | grep vxatd. What is the expected output of this command? 

A. The command verifies the Fully Qualified Host Name. 

B. The command verifies the status of Symantec Authentication service. 

C. The command verifies the status of Root Broker. 

D. The command verifies the status of Authentication Broker. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

When configuring DLP Agents, what does the File Recovery Area Location setting determine? 

A. the secure filestore of incidents and data while agents are offline 

B. the location of files quarantined through Endpoint Discover scans 

C. the temporary backup location of blocked files 

D. the location of files for redeployment or upgrade of agents 

Correct Answer: C 
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